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Time structure of input pulsed beam for LINAC
The pulsed beam from the Pelletron, obtained using the double harmonic drift
bunchers, has a typical width (FWHM) of 1.5 ns (σle∼0.64 ns) at the timing slits situated
at the exit of the Pelletron. In order to phase match this pulsed beam into the LINAC, it
is further compressed in a superbuncher (superconducting split-loop resonator). As a
diagnostic device at the entrance of the accelerator, a fast timing detector like a plastic
scintillator, a BaF2 or a microchannel plate is necessary to measure the time spread of the
beam bunch. The intrinsic time spread of the pulsed beam arises from the modulating
waveform and the incoherent energy spread of the beam. The measured bunch width has
additional contributions from detector resolution, associated electronics and RF phase and
amplitude jitter in the superconducting cavity. At the time focus, namely, at the entrance
of the LINAC, the intrinsic width is expected to be very small (<100 ps) and other
contributions dominate.
It is important to disentangle these different components to understand time
structure and the transport of the pulsed beam through the LINAC. Therefore we have
measured the time width of the beam close to the entrance of the first accelerating module
as a function of the electric field in the superbuncher. The beam was stopped in a
Faraday cup (LIN1) situated at a distance (L) of 139 cm downstream from the
superbuncher. A 2” BaF2 detector was mounted at ~30 cm distance from the Faraday cup
to detect the γ-rays. The time delay between the CFD output of the anode signal and the
sweeper signal (f/32) was recorded in a PC based multichannel analyzer using a TAC.
An energy gate of E>2 MeV was used to get better timing. The timing spectra recorded
for each value of the field were analyzed offline. The gaussian peak shape was fitted to
the data and σ was extracted.
Theoretically, for a sinusoidal energy modulation σ can be written as:
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The estimated intrinsic width of the beam σint~35 ps. Contribution from
incoherent energy spread (σe~50-80 keV) arising mainly due to Carbon foils of ~2550 µg/cm2 used in LINAC foil stripper is ~12-15 ps.
•
From the minimum σobs~183 ps estimated time jitter due to the RF control
electronics is σRF ~125 ps. This is calculated taking into account the total contribution of
60
detector and associated electronics σdet=130 ps (measured separately with a Co
source).
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Completion of achromatic bend
An isochronous, achromatic and mirror symmetric bending magnet system has
been designed to facilitate waist-to-waist transport from the object point (LIN2- exit of
phase I) to the image point (LIN4- entry point of phase II), with unit magnification in
both the bending (x-z) plane and the vertical (y-z) plane. Each symmetric half consists of
a 520 dipole and a quadrupole doublet. These magnets are fabricated by Danfysik,
Denmark.
Figure 1
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This picture shows a complete view of the mid-LINAC bend together with
diagnostic box (BPM, slits and LIN3) at the center. The full beam transmission (100%)
was achieved for DC beam upto faraday cup (LIN4) situated after the bend.
The images obtained using the beam profile monitor at the midbend for DC beam
(waveforms on Tektronix DPO), both with resonator off and on condition, are shown
below (Figure 2). The energy dispersion is visible in X profile in resonator on condition
for a weak electric field. The energy gain for each resonator corresponding to a given
field setting was measured using this dispersion.

Figure 2(a)

Figure 2(b)
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Resonator on
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Longitudinal Phase Space of LINAC beam
In order to optimize the bunch timing and energy resolution of the LINAC beam
delivered for user experiments, it is essential to understand the evolution of the
longitudinal phase space of the pulsed beam through the booster. The pulsed beam from
the Pelletron, is further compressed by the superbuncher to ≤200 ps (∆Φ~10°), for
effective phase matching into the superconducting cavities. The superbuncher introduces
a coherent energy modulation of ~2% in order to bunch the beam. The superconducting
accelerating cavities are set at phase angles, Φres=±20°, in order to maintain a periodic
time focusing of the bunched beam over the length of the LINAC. The pulsed beams
delivered at the target after the LINAC booster can be fine tuned by re-adjusting the
focusing (-20°) or de-focussing (+20°) phases of the accelerating cavities to optimize
both the timing and energy resolution of the beam. The phase settings were precomputed using a program for given geometry and field settings to achieve optimal E-T
resolution at target with silicon beam.
Starting with a 108 MeV pulsed beam of Si8+ from the Pelletron accelerator, a
beam of Si13+ was obtained after the LINAC foil stripper. This beam was time focused in
a superconducting split loop resonator at a target chamber situated at a distance of
~1.65 m. A Si particle detector (50 mm2 area, 100 µm thick) with a 1 mm φ collimator,
mounted at an angle of ~43° and at a distance of ~6 cm from the target was used for the
detection of the elastically scattered beam particles from a gold foil (~180 µg/cm2). The
energy and time (with respect to the RF) of the scattered particles were acquired using a
multiparameter data acquisition system. The same experimental setup was later mounted
after the LINAC bending magnet system, where the energy and time measurements were
carried out after beam acceleration1. A specially designed time pick-off unit was used in
conjunction with preamplifier for improving time resolution of the silicon detector. The
time resolution (FWHM) of the particle detector was estimated to be ~500 ps
(σSi~200 ps).

Figure 3

The E vs T data obtained after
accelerating a 100 MeV beam from the
Pelletron to 145.8 MeV is shown in
figure 3. By observing the changes in the
longitudinal phase space, the synchronous
phase of the resonators (in reverse order)
were varied between +20° or -20°. This
procedure was followed for beam tuning
during the experimental cycle. It is also
important to get this compact phase space
for the acceptance in phase II.

1

A part of DC beam test studies was carried out by Mr. Sashideep Gutti, as a graduate
school project (Jan-May03).
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Test of MSP as a timing detector
One of the efficient ways to monitor the beam profile is by detecting secondary
electrons produced by ions impinging on a thin wire/foil. The main advantage of such a
detector is the high counting rate independent of beam species and energy. A timing
device using Micro Sphere Plate (MSP) for monitoring the time structure of LINAC
beams has been tested. Figure 4 shows a schematic arrangement of MSP within the
chamber. The beam hits the central wire and generates the secondary electrons. The wire
is kept at a negative potential with respect to the cylindrical body and the electrons are
accelerated towards the MSP, which is mounted on the side. A grid at high negative
voltage is placed in front of the MSP to repel electrons coming from sources other than
the wire. The MSP collector signal (~5-10 mV) is amplified through a fast amplifier
(Phillips-6954) and passed through a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The time
delay between the CFD output pulse and the RF signal is recorded using a TAC. The
pulse height spectrum essentially reflects the time structure of the incident beam profile
since intrinsic time resolution of the MSP (σmsp) itself is very good. The σmsp was found
to be <100 ps in a separate measurement.
The detector was tested using 100 MeV Si8+ pulsed beam at the TIFR-BARC
Pelletron−LINAC facility. After passing through the stripper, Si13+ was rebunched using
the last quarter wave resonator (M3R4) before the bending magnet. The superbuncher
field was adjusted to get the best timing at target position (L~13.2 m). Figure 5 shows the
electron spectrum measured using MSP together with the numerically calculated beam
profile (solid line). The latter was calculated assuming gaussian distribution both in time
and energy, which takes into account the incoherent energy spread of the beam after
passing through the stripper foil. The energy spread arising from the finite beam size in
the superbuncher is insignificant and hence neglected. If the low energy bunch width is
not sufficiently narrow, then at the superbuncher the incident beam experiences the
nonlinear part of the sinusoidal RF field and this results in a non-gaussian peak shape
which is clearly visible in the figure.
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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LINAC beam cycle I (March - May 2003)
The LINAC booster was smoothly operated for a period of about three months for
several beam diagnostic tests followed by the first user cycle of two experiments with
silicon beam of ~8 days duration each. The experiments were carried out in the
accelerator hall itself (see figure 6), where temporary shielding and counting room
arrangements were made. The first user experiment began on April 16th, 2003, with an
energy gain of 49 MeV for Si13+ through LINAC.
.
Figure 6
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Figure 7 shows a time spectrum
with a BaF2 detector at the target
position after the bending magnet
where FWHM of 660 ps was obtained
for Eγ > 6 MeV. The excellent beam
timing was very useful for n-γ
discrimination as well as for rejecting
events from sources other than target
(e.g. upstream/downstream beam pipe
hitting etc.).
Figure 7
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Simultaneous measurement of pre-fission n, p, α and γ-ray
multiplictites
K. Ramchandran, A. Chatterjee, A. Navin, V. Tripathi, K. Mahata, A. Shrivastava,
S. Kailas, V. Nanal, R.G. Pillay, D.R. Chakrabarty, V.M. Datar, Suresh Kumar, A.
Mitra, P.K. Sahu, A. Saxena, R.G. Thomas
Figure 8(a)
Beam
Figure 8(b)

The fission time scale for the 203At nucleus produced in the reaction of 28Si with
Lu at 159.2 MeV bombarding energy was measured. Fission time scales are generally
of the order of (20-60) x 10-21 sec and its measurement is of fundamental importance in
understanding the nature of nuclear viscosity. While several measurements of fission
lifetimes have been reported in the literature, there are unresolved issues about the
consistency and arguments have been given in favour of or against the various methods.
The unique feature of the present measurement was probing the fission lifetime by 3
different methods simultaneously, namely the emission of neutrons, light charged
particles (protons and alpha particles) and giant dipole gamma rays. Figure 8(a) gives an
overview of the experimental setup, while fission fragment and particle detectors
mounted inside the vacuum chamber can be seen in figure 8(b). Fission fragments were
detected in a 50cm x 50cm Si strip detector and a surface barrier telescope (both at
backward angle); neutron time-of-flights were measured in two 2" x 2" NE213 liquid
scintillator detectors; two CsI light charged particle detectors of 10mm x 10mm x 10mm
size were located at 500 and 600 with respect to the beam direction and a 7-element BaF2
array was utilized for the detection of gamma-rays. Data collection was 39-parameter listmode in a CAMAC data acquisition system using the LAMPS program. Preliminary
analysis indicates a fission time scale of about 35 x 10-21 s.
175
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Study of nuclear shapes as a function of angular momentum in
152
Gd (153 MeV 28Si +124Sn) using GDR as probe
D.R. Chakrabarty, V. Nanal, V.M. Datar, Suresh Kumar, E.T. Mirgule, A. Mitra,
R.G. Pillay, A. Navin, H.H. Oza
An experiment on high energy gamma rays has been performed to study the
angular momentum dependence of excited state GDR strength function in compound
nucleus 152Gd, populated at an excitation energy of 87 MeV and spin of upto 60 . The
GDR strength function contains information about the shape of the nucleus. There are
contradictory observations in this mass region reporting both moderate and large increase
in GDR width at high angular momentum. The high energy gamma rays were detected in
a BaF2 array (7 hexagonal detectors), surrounded by plastic shield for cosmic background
rejection. The angular momentum information was derived from the measured
multiplicity of low energy gamma rays (fold) in a 38 element BGO multiplicity filter.
Figure 9(a) shows a picture of the experimental setup.
ħ

Figure 9(a)

Figure 9(b)

Figure 9(b) shows the extracted GDR
parameters (namely, the centroid energy
EGDR and the width) from the data using
statistical model (CASCADE) as a function
of fold. The two component GDR strength
function for prolate shape well describes the
data for all fold values. The increase in GDR
width by ~1.5 MeV at higher fold
(corresponding to high angular momentum)
is clearly visible whereas the GDR centroid
energy is independent of spin.
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Miscelleneous..
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

All resonator signal pickup cables were replaced with double shielded cables (RS)
to avoid RF cross-talk.
Aluminum was evaporated on the Faraday cups LIN1 (at the entrance of the
LINAC) and LIN4 (the first cup after the bend, at the entrance of the phase II) to
enhance the γ-ray yield for timing measurements with BaF2.
Timing slits at LINAC beam line entrance were adjusted for maximum
transmission (FC-CB to FC-04) from the pelletron into LINAC at 1.5 mm
opening (corresponding to a time window of ~3.0 ns).
Low energy buncher timing for Silicon beam was studied as a function of ion
source deck voltage for 150 kV to 250 kV. At 200 kV a slight improvement in
timing was observed as compared to lower deck voltages. However no significant
improvement was seen at higher voltages and hence the operating voltage was
fixed at 200 kV.
The time structure of the beam showed a marked dependence on both the
Pelletron and LINAC stripper foils.
The charge state yield distribution for Silicon beam was found to be similar with
both 26 and 50 µg/cm2 carbon foils at LINAC foil stripper.
The transmission from the entrance of the LINAC (LIN1) to LIN4 was found to
be ~70% during the acceleration of silicon beam.
For the LINAC beam cycle I, an additional BPM was mounted after the LIN4 for
monitoring the beam position on the target. A steerer was provided after the last
dipole for optimizing the beam tuning on target. A fast acting gate valve was set
up at mid-bend to prevent vacuum accidents. Beam current of ~3pnA was
delivered at the target.
The 900 Pelletron analyzing magnet on LINAC side and mid-bend magnets were
calibrated using 16O(p,p′) resonance at 7.385 MeV.

A schematic layout of full
LINAC

To experimental area
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New Beam hall
(construction started in January, 2003)
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